Lot 142  is withdrawn

Lot 147  Title should read STUDY OF DUBLIN BOAT D405

This was a small snapshot from an album that was in the Maritime Museum. It was dated 1901. They were mostly taken around Dublin Bay and Greystones and this is one of a series that were taken in Baldoyle. The boat in the photograph is one of a very old type that were generally known locally as Wherries. Most were originally rigged as luggers. They were used for a variety of fishing, mostly herring drifting, long lining, and some trawling. The boat in the painting lacks the boomkin at the stern as shown in the photograph. This was for sheeting the mizzen sail. The boats in the background of the painting are all luggers. Thanks to Cormac Louth for the image and information, and to The Maritime Museum for permission to show this photograph.

Lot 201  Title should read ‘TRUMP CARD’